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Inspirational 
transformation
Andrea Green brings 
her big story to the 
small screen

Just like Mom 
used to make!
Loves It caters 
to homesick 
Newfoundlanders 
and Labradorians

Roll Sound… 
Roll Camera… 

Slate… Action! 
Big dreams lead to the big screen
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A New Direction
Many of you have already noticed the new Indispensable ad campaign 
the college has been running, including the amazing stories of our 
featured alumni on our microsite (cnastories .ca) . You may also have 
noticed a new college logo – a bold, yet simple CNA .

We’ve received a fair amount of feedback from employees since we 
began this new campaign and I’m very happy to say the vast majority of 
it has been quite positive . Of course, there have been a few who have 
leveled criticism too . You see, advertising (or any form of marketing) 
is very subjective . What one person likes, another dislikes . And that’s 
fine . The main thing is that your marketing is impactful and achieves 
the stated objectives .

The feedback we’ve received to date suggests our marketing is having 
the desired effect . I’ve received comments from people stating they 
like the new logo and how clean it is, and regarding the ads, have heard 
stories of employees seeing our campaign in a copy of the Telegram 
left at Tim Horton’s and carefully positioning the newspaper before 
leaving so our ad was prominently displayed . In the latter case, the 
employee stated the new ads create a sense of pride and he wanted 
to ensure others saw them .

If you hadn’t realized it already, that’s exactly the point of this 
campaign . We want people to notice our alumni . We want them to 
realize that CNA graduates hold some pretty impressive positions in 
some really important industries, and that they, like this institution, are 
indispensable .

The stories of our featured alumni are quite impressive and there are 
so many more stories that we’d like to tell . We have thousands of 
alumni making a difference and making positive contributions to the 
socio-economic well-being of our province, our country, and indeed, 
the world .

If you know a CNA graduate with a great story, please share our 
campaign stories with them – and encourage them to share their story 
with us .

Stephen Lee
Manager of Marketing and Communications 

By Debbie Ryan

In the blink 
of an eye 
Your life and the lives of your family members 
can drastically change  

Here is a question to ponder as you begin another exciting and 
active year . Does everything you have planned include protecting the 
health and safety of your eyes? If you have to stop and think about 
the answer - you are not alone .

With the support of organizations such as the Workplace Health 
and Safety Compensation Commission, Husky Energy, Doctors of 
Optometry NL, Newfoundland and Labrador Construction Safety 
Association and Novartis, the Canadian National Institute for the Blind 
(CNIB) travels across Newfoundland and Labrador delivering eye 
safety workshops to workers in all industries and high school, college 
and university students . 

The people who attend these workshops have stated to the CNIB 
that of all the injuries and diseases that could affect them in their 
lifetime; the eyes are not the first to be considered . The sad part is 
the impact of losing some or all of your vision to disease or injury can 
be devastating and impact everyone around you . 

What most people don’t realize is that the eyes are like any 
other organ in the body . They can be put at risk by so many factors . 
For those who believe that seeing well means you don’t need a 
comprehensive eye examination, that’s a misconception . Through 
an abundance of research over the years it has been determined 
that 75 per cent of the leading causes of vision loss are avoidable or 
treatable . 

The challenge is that these leading eye disorders do not present 
themselves with obvious symptoms . When most people finally notice 
a loss of vision, it is already too late to correct the damage that has 
been done . 

An eye exam increases your chances of diagnosis and treatment 
of the condition before the damage occurs . When discussing 
eye injuries, some will tell you they are proactive about wearing 
protective eyewear - yet research conducted by Doctors of Optometry 
Canada shows 60 per cent of eye injuries are a direct result of not 
wearing protective eyewear at the time of the accident . 

As you continue the school year, stop and take a moment to 
consider these top 10 ways to help keep your eyes healthy and safe: 
1 .  Get a comprehensive eye examination for you and your family 

members . Since everyone is different, your Doctor of Optometry 

will be able to determine how often an exam is needed .
2 .  Know your family’s eye health history . It’s important to know if 

anyone has been diagnosed with an eye disease or condition, since 
some are hereditary . 

3 .  Eat right to protect your sight - in particular, eat plenty of dark leafy 
greens such as spinach, kale, or collard greens, and fish that are 
high in omega-3 fatty acids such as salmon, tuna, trout and halibut . 

4 .  Maintain a healthy weight . Everything you do to improve your 
physical health will help benefit your vision health over your 
lifetime .

5 .  Wear protective eyewear when playing sports or doing activities 
around the home, such as painting, yard work, and home repairs . 
At work, if you feel the need to remove your protective eyewear, 
stop what you are doing until the issue with you protective 
eyewear has been resolved .

6 . Quit smoking or never start . 
7 .  Wear sunglasses that block a minimum 100 per cent of ultraviolet 

A (UVA) and ultraviolet B (UVB) radiation . The level of protection 
should be embedded in the frame of the glasses . If you work 
outside all year round be aware that clouds do not necessarily filter 
all UV rays so, on a cloudy day, you still need lenses that block 
these rays .

8 .  If you wear contact lens, wash your hands prior to taking out your 
contact lens and be sure to cleanse your contact lenses properly to 
avoid the risk of infection . At work, check with your safety advisor 
about the dangers of wearing contact lens in certain environmental 
conditions .

9 .  Prescription lenses should never be a substitute for protective 
eyewear . Talk to your Doctor of Optometry about having your 
prescription placed in your CSA approved protective eyewear .

10 .  Practice good eye health and safety at all times; at work, at home 
and at play . 

Debbie Ryan is the Coordinator, Vision Health Promotion & 
Communications with CNIB Newfoundland & Labrador. For more 
information on CNIB’s eye safety workshops, Debbie can be reached 
at debbie.ryan@cnib.ca.
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By Glenda McCarthy

A multi-agency research project hopes to create a predictive model 
ecologists can use to identify areas of suitable habitat for the critically 
endangered species boreal felt lichen (Erioderma pedicellatum) . 

While the species has suffered major reductions and is considered 
to be one of the most endangered lichens in the world, there is hope 
of its survival with findings in Alaska, Russia and even right here in 
Newfoundland . Today, it is known that the majority of the world’s 
recorded boreal felt lichen are located on the Avalon Peninsula and 
south coast of Newfoundland .

A team of scientists led by Dr . André Arsenault of the Canadian 
Forest Service (CFS), has been studying the ecology and distribution of 
the lichen in Hall’s Gullies and surrounding landscapes on the Avalon 
Peninsula since 2011 . This collaboration now includes CNA, CFS, Grenfell 
Campus, Memorial University of Newfoundland, the Newfoundland 
and Labrador Department of Natural Resources, the Centre for Forest 
Science, Innovation Newfoundland Labrador, and the Department of 
Environment and Conservation, working together with the ultimate goal 
to develop a site suitability model . 

The results of the model would allow researchers to select 
field-work locations in a more efficient manner, targeting the areas 
where the lichen is most likely to be . That’s where Darin Brooks, the 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) instructor at CNA, comes in . He 
says his role in the project is to develop a spatially explicit predictive 
model in collaboration with Grenfell Campus .

“The first phase of the project was to collect field information to 
understand the habitat of the boreal felt lichen and the dynamics of the 
forests where it is found . This was led by the Canadian Forest Service in 
collaboration with the Newfoundland Forest Service and Environment 
and Conservation, and later Grenfell Campus of Memorial University,” 
Darin says . 

“Dr . Dmitry Sveshnikov of Grenfell and I received an RDC (Research 
& Development Corporation) Regional Collaboration Research Initiative 
grant in 2014 . It focused on the characterization of forest stands and 
individual trees of Newfoundland ecosystems to develop a predictive 
model . This complemented the ongoing research by Dr . André Arsenault 
to develop a predictive model for the boreal felt lichen, supported by 
the Centre for Science and Innovation and the Canadian Forest Service .”

NewfouNdlaNd 
home to 
majority of 
aN eNdaNgered 
species

The project combines Erioderma geospatial modeling (at a 
landscape level) with specific on-ground lichen analysis (at an 
ecosystem scale), and characterization of the trees that it grows on .

“My role was chiefly in the development of a habitat site suitability 
model and the creation of a geostatistical model for the prediction of 
Erioderma presence/absence .”

In addition, Darin’s role as a researcher and representative of CNA 
included providing state-of-the-art GIS modeling software, high-end GIS 
computers, GIS lab time, and current GPS technology to the project . The 
collaboration has also enabled a successful multidisciplinary approach 
combining field ecology, lab-work, satellite imagery, and sophisticated 
geostatistical analyses in GIS .

According to Darin and the rest of the team, Robert LeBlanc, a 2013 
GIS post-diploma graduate, who currently works with André at CFS, 
has played a critical role in the project through data collection, data 
analysis, model design, validation design, and field validation .

“Robert’s field experience working with André in the field, his 
training as a biologist with Grenfell, and his intense GIS training from 
the GIS Applications Specialist (post-diploma) has placed Robert in a 
privileged position to make the bridge between detailed field-work and 
state of the art GIS modelling,” Darin says .

“It’s been great to be working alongside Robert again . We have 
worked on a couple of research projects together since he graduated . 
Robert was an exceptionally strong student when he was in the GIS 
post-diploma program – and he is definitely living up to his potential as 
a researcher .”

Robert says working on all aspects of this project has been a great 
experience .  

“As a recent graduate, collecting data on a globally rare species that 
has such a high profile within the province was really cool . There are 
very few places in the world in which the population of the boreal felt 
lichen is thriving, so working on a project that has such significance 
at the regional, national, and even global scale is very exciting and 
gratifying,” Robert says .

“I have worked individually with André, Darin, and Dmitry on various 
projects (past and present) . When the modeling portion started, it was 
nice to have everyone on one team, working on the same project . 

Everyone specialized in something different, and we all fed off of each 
other’s strengths, making the workflow smoother and more enjoyable .”

Darin says the research this group is working on is important on 
many levels .

“First, given that Newfoundland is the home of the majority of this 
globally rare lichen species, it presents us with an amazing opportunity 
to improve the state of knowledge and science on this species,” Darin 
says . “Also, the approaches we are using enable us to develop both 
fundamental and applied aspects of science . The development of a 
predictive model can assist land use management, especially on the 
Avalon Peninsula where there is active land development in potential 
boreal felt lichen habitat .”

He says their model will provide managers options about changing 
plans or developing mitigating measures to reduce impact on this 
lichen species . 

“This research is also important because it is demonstrating 
international level research done at a local level in a strong 
collaboration between Grenfell, a federal government scientist, CNA 
researchers and students, and the province of Newfoundland and 
Labrador .”

CNA’s GIS Applications Specialist (post-diploma) program, Grenfell 
Campus MUN, and Canadian Forest Service have enjoyed a strong 
and extensive collaborative research partnership since 2010, mainly 
due to the required GIS capstone project, which is part of the required 
curriculum .

“Through the years, new research partnerships, independent of 
the GIS capstone, have emerged between the three entities, with 
each partner lending their particular expertise to cutting edge research 
topics,” Darin says .

In addition, several GIS post-diploma graduates have been hired by 
CFS and Grenfell Campus in a research capacity – in both short term 
contracts and long term commitments . 

“The blended expertise of the partners creates extremely 
strong research teams capable of providing solutions and results to 
contemporary complex issues .”
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By Glenda McCarthy

The smallest seed of an 
idea… CAN GROW!

His next step was returning to post-secondary, enrolling in the 
University of New Brunswick (UNB), where he says the two years at 
CNA gave him a leg up over some of his classmates .

“The technical skills you gain at the college are so beneficial . 
When it came to implementing field programs in the university 
setting, a lot of people didn’t have the technical experience like the 
practical hands-on experience that I had coming out of CNA . I, and 
some of the people who did similar programs at tech schools, took 
the lead and showed people how to use the tools and how to do the 
surveys because they just hadn’t had that practical experience .”

Adam graduated from UNB in 2006 with a Bachelor of Science 
in Forestry and then took a position in Northern Ontario, but he 
eventually ended up back in his home town of Corner Brook after 
several years outside the province . 

“When I started working in the forest industry in Ontario, British 
Columbia and Newfoundland, I saw some things I thought could 
be done a little differently or ways managing practices could be 
changed .”

Adams says he couldn’t see how to make changes in the industry 
with any of the positions he was being offered . That, and a push from 
a former employer, led him to start his own company .

“A boss I had at one point saw something in me and said, ‘You 
should really look at starting something up in Newfoundland because 
you have a lot of good ideas .’ That’s what I did as soon as that 
contract finished .”

That’s when he discovered Navigate, a business consulting service 
designed to address the needs of potential entrepreneurs in the pre 
start-up phase of business development, connecting individuals with 
resources, programs and agencies that can help . 

A year after graduating from UNB, Adam opened his consulting 
firm Resource Innovations . His company focuses on providing forest 
management and planning services which promote healthy forest 
ecosystems, sustainability and environmental stewardship .

“One thing I love is the constant ability to learn something new 
every day . It seems like every day something new comes up that 

we didn’t think about or there’s something that I need to go learn; 
whether it’s a new project, hiring new a staff member, or dealing 
with some project related issue or a software failure,” he says . 

The leap of faith to start a business has paid off for Adam and it 
allows him the opportunity to provide careers for young professionals 
here in Newfoundland and Labrador . The company employs 13 people 
full-time, with the majority located at the Corner Brook office, while 
others operate out of an office in in Thunder Bay, Ontario . Staffing 
numbers can fluctuate, depending on the project, but Adam says at 
one point they employed 50 people .

Adam says when he’s looking for new employees he often times 
looks for CNA alumni . Of his 13 employees, nine are graduates from 
CNA’s Forest Resources Technician, GIS Applications Specialist and Fish 
and Wildlife Technician programs – all programs that are exclusive to 
Corner Brook campus .

“For a number of years, even when we were running the business, 
there were no opportunities for young professionals like myself which 
was part of the reason we started the business . Now we have 13 
people and all are relatively recent graduates . It’s a young, vibrant 
team .”

With over a decade of experience under his belt, Adam is passing 
his knowledge on to new entrepreneurs . His experience with the 
Navigate program was so essential to his journey that Adam now sits 
on the board of directors . And while his business continues to grow, 
Adam has carved out time to develop some of his other innovative 
business ideas .

“I always had a lot of ideas in my head – some whacky and some 
that seemed to apply . The more education I received, the more the 
ideas applied to real world and actual working scenarios . I’m running 
a consulting firm but I’m still acting on other ideas . CNA helped to 
foster my entrepreneurial spirit and thought processes by providing a 
solid educational foundation in the natural resources sector . It really 
helped me to focus on and implement business ideas that promote 
sustainable management of our natural resources, and gave me the 
foundation necessary to start and grow a successful consulting firm .”

When Adam Anderson was deciding what to 
pursue as a career during his last year of high 
school, he wasn’t focused on starting his own 
business or having people in his employ . His goal 
was finding something he was passionate about .

As a young boy Adam spent a lot of time in 
the woods exploring with his father and taking 
part in activities such as hiking, hunting and 
fishing . Although he knew he had a love of the 
great outdoors, he wasn’t sure how to leverage 
that into a career . 

He knew several people who had gone 
through CNA’s Forest Resources Technician 
program so he set up a meeting to speak to its 
instructors about the program – a meeting that 
solidified his direction .

“A major question I asked myself was, did I 
want to get into a five-year university program 
right away that I may or may not like a year 
down the road? CNA was an opportunity for me 
to become a technician after two years, and if it 
was something I wasn’t that interested in, then 
it was two years in and I actually had something 
to show from it rather than be two years in at 
university and leave with nothing .”

Adam started in the Forest Resources 
Technician program in 2000 . As it turns out, he 
loved the program, and upon graduating went 
to work right away in various forest technician 
jobs in places like Northern Ontario, Nova Scotia, 
Manitoba and British Columbia . After some real-
world experience, he realized he loved the work 
and decided to make it his full-time career .

“One thing I love is the constant ability to learn something new every day. It seems like every day 
something new comes up that we didn’t think about or there’s something that I need to go learn; 
whether it’s a new project, hiring new a staff member, or dealing with some project related issue or a 
software failure.”   - Adam Anderson
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By Glenda McCarthy

The Letto’s are a family of welders from L’Anse au Clair. From left, Manuel Letto was a member of the first class of graduating welders 
at Corner Brook campus in 1964, his grandson Colby Letto graduated from the program in June 2015, while son Gary graduated from the 
program in 1990. 

The 
welds 
that 
bind

Convocation is a special time for any student, it signifies the 
culmination of months of hard work and dedication . However, the 
June convocation ceremony at Corner Brook campus held an even 
greater meaning for 19-year-old welding graduate, Colby Letto .

For Colby, it wasn’t just a day of celebrating the completion of his 
program . It was also the day he was able to join the same profession 
as his father and grandfather . All three Letto’s graduated from the 
Welder program offered at CNA’s Corner Brook campus .

Colby’s fascination with welding goes back to his childhood . On 
any given day in his hometown of L’Anse au Clair you could find Colby 

in one of three welding shops owned by members of his family . 
So when it came time to make a decision about what to do after 
graduating from high school, Colby knew exactly where he was 
headed – to CNA’s Corner Brook campus .

“As a young boy I was always interested in welding . Two of my 
uncles had welding garages and Pop owned a welding garage too 
in L’Anse aux Clair . I grew up watching my Dad and Pop weld all the 
time and knew it would be able to provide me with a good living,” 

Colby says of his decision to enroll at CNA . “I loved the welding 
program . It was interesting and the instructors were great .”

Colby’s grandfather, Manuel, was a member of the first class of 
graduating welders at the campus in 1964 at the then named Corner 
Brook District Vocational School .

“I was tired of fishing and decided that I would get a trade,” recalls 
Manuel . “After considering my options, I chose welding and haven’t 
looked back since .”

In 1990, Manuel’s son Gary followed in his footsteps . He received a 
welding certificate from the newly named Fisher Institute of Applied 
Arts and Technology . Once he graduated, Gary was able to complete 
his apprenticeship under the tutelage of his father who was operating 
his own welding business in L’Anse aux Clair . Manuel has since retired 
from welding and Gary is still actively working in the field .

Colby’s parents and grandparents made the trek from Labrador to 
attend his graduation ceremony, where Manuel and Gary compared 
notes about all the changes that had taken place since the last time 
they visited .

“It was really great to have them both attend my graduation and 
talk about the differences in the campus since they were here as 
students,” Colby says .

In fact, it was an impromptu reunion of sorts between Manuel and 
Colby’s welding instructor, Murray Barney . Murray, who is from L’Anse 
aux Loup, just 15 kilometres from the Letto’s hometown, worked with 
Manuel during his first job as a welder in 2005 . And while Murray only 
came on as a CNA welding instructor in 2014, he says it was great to 
see a familiar face in his first class of students . 

“It certainly makes you feel better about teaching for the first 
time,” Murray says . “I had two people from my area in that class . 
I knew the both of them would be good at welding and put the 
work in . Plus I know Colby is the type of kid that if his father was at 
something, he was around it as well . He probably picked up some 
skills from his father and grandfather before he came here .”

With school now behind him, Colby has embarked on a promising 
career as a welder, choosing to stay in Corner Brook instead of 
returning to Labrador . He was hired at Johnson’s Construction just days 
after his graduation ceremony took place and is looking forward to 
learning everything he can about his trade .

“My favourite part about my job is trying different jobs, tackling 
different tasks, and learning new tricks of the trade,” Colby says . “The 
guys in the shop help all of the time with anything I need . It really is 
perfect that they take that time out to help me .”

“I was tired of fishing and decided that I 
would get a trade,” recalls Manuel . “After 
considering my options, I chose welding and 
haven’t looked back since .”   - Manuel Letto
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Many Newfoundlanders have experienced living away at some 
point in their lives, and most can recall times they felt homesick, 
longing for the little things that makes our culture so unique . Ashley 
Porter, a recent Home Support Worker/Personal Care Attendant (PCA) 
graduate, intends to make things a little easier for those living off the 
island . Through her new side business, Loves It, you can now have a 
little piece of the Rock shipped right to your door, no matter where 
you live .

“I noticed the trend in subscription box companies and thought I 
could put a local spin on it incorporating my love of local products,” 
Ashley says . “Our beautiful province is full of incredibly talented 
crafters and artisans and our mission is to support them in every 
aspect . We buy from local crafters and businesses; package up a box 
of goodies and send off a little piece of the Rock with love .”

Ashley has been working as PCA full-time since she graduated 
from CNA in June, but still decided to start her business in August . 
She had an overwhelming response practically overnight . Just 24 
hours after she launched her website she had her first 20 subscribers 
signed up, all eagerly waiting for their first shipment . Each Loves It 
box contains four to seven items – all Newfoundland sourced and 
handcrafted .

“The response so far has been amazing – it took off very quickly 
with a lot of interest from local businesses and Newfoundlanders 
living away from home . The (artists) are really impressed . They are 
enjoying the big orders and are excited to be involved .”

Ashley feels the subscription boxes are a great gift idea for your 
loved one living away, or even a way to treat yourself . Who doesn’t 
love a surprise box with an assortment of goodies? From homemade 
jams, hand crafted soaps, all natural lip balms, Newfoundland 
spices and preserves, prints by local artists, key chains, coasters, 
home décor - the possibilities are endless when it comes to crafty 
Newfoundlanders .

“A perfect gift for yourself or a loved one living away from home, 
each box is packed with all handpicked homemade goodies from 
their beloved Rock – what more could you ask for? It works great as a 
care package for a loved one as a little pick me up, a birthday surprise 
or a ‘just because’ gift .”

Ashely believes the service offered by her company could make a 
big difference to those missing home . While this idea may be unique, 
to those who know Ashley well, it’s no surprise she came up with this 
thoughtful idea . In her full time career is as a personal care attendant 
she continually thinks about the well-being of those around her .

By Glenda McCarthy

Just like Mom used to make! Loves It caters to homesick Newfoundlanders  

“I don’t think people were really surprised . I am always up to 
something and always busy . My parents were supportive, but I 
think they were mostly surprised with how quick it took off and the 
amazing response I have received so far .”

Her goal from the very beginning was to make a difference for the 
artists she sources her products from .

“The whole premise behind my company is to support local 
business . My parents were entrepreneurs as well and I understand 
what it takes to be an entrepreneur here in Newfoundland and 
Labrador . The orders I am placing with the local businesses and 
artisans in our community are bigger than their average sales so it is 
great to help them out in this way . This project runs all year long so 
the point was to keep their sales up through the slow winter months .”

The 23-year-old says this is something that can help make a 
difference in their lives, which coincidentally, is also the reason she 
chose her full-time profession as a PCA .

“My favourite part of being a PCA is seeing the difference you can 
make in someone’s life – no matter how small your act of kindness, 
you can see the gratification in these people’s faces and the feeling 
is incomparable . Just knowing you made a difference is really 
heartwarming and gives you more of a reason to come to work .”

Both of her career paths are labours of love for Ashley .
“I would say that starting this business has been a real learning 

experience . I am proud of my province and the wonderful creative 
people here,” she says . “I’m grateful to be able to work with local 
businesses and crafters and get their products out there . I have 
always been involved and interested in the crafting community 
and am proud to continue to support the community with my new 
business .”

This is just the beginning for Loves It subscription boxes, 
but Ashley hopes to keep building on her clientele and base of 
craftspeople . Her first few months have certainly been busy . The first 
shipment went out on Oct . 15 and catered to the needs of 50 monthly 
subscribers and 100 one-time orders, which she says is phenomenal 
for her first delivery . Since that order the company has received 
a number of requests to go international and Ashley has already 
expanded her services to meet that demand . Without a doubt, Loves 
It is off to a great start .

For more information, or to place an order, visit the Loves It 
website at www .lovesitnlbox .ca .
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A weight-loss journey that started nearly four years ago has led 
CNA instructor Andrea Green to the world of television . Embracing a 
positive attitude, combining it with a balanced and healthy diet and 
the addition of physical activity, has led Andrea to a 137-pound weight 
loss . Now, her inspirational success story has earned her a television 
show called Transform U .

Andrea’s weight struggle goes back decades . And although she 
was only five to 10 pounds heavier than her classmates in high 
school, growing up they referred to her as “pudge”, so it’s no wonder 
she admits to always having body image issues . However, it wasn’t 
until after the birth of her daughter and subsequent enrollment at 
CNA as a student in 1996, that she saw a real significant weight gain .

“Most people get the freshman 15, but I got the freshman 50,” 
Andrea recalls . “By December 1996 I was well over 200 pounds .”

While it would be 15 years before Andrea would start on her 
transformative journey, culminating in with the eight-episode show 
airing on Rogers TV, her path to an improved lifestyle started in 2011 
with an eye-opening experience .

“I was going to my nephew’s wedding and I got on my sister’s 
scale and saw that I was 299 .6 pounds . I thought ‘oh my goodness’ . 
I was dangerously close to hitting the 300 pound mark . It was just 
 .4 of a pound,” Andrea recalls . “It was an eye-opener for me . At the 

wedding I was uncomfortable, I had anxiety and I felt really gross . 
I think it was because of the weight and how it had affected me 
mentally .”

The very next day, on the heels of that realization, Andrea ran into 
a person she hadn’t seen since high school who had lost 100 pounds .

“I had seen people like Oprah who lost 100 pounds in the past, 
but I figured anybody can do it if you have a personal trainer and 
a personal chef . But this guy was an average person like me and I 
thought if he can do it, I can do it . I think it was that little spark of 
belief that was the game changer for me .”

Andrea was teaching the Office Management course in the Office 
Administration (Executive) program at CNA at the time, and when she 
came back from winter break of 2011, it was with a new attitude .

“A lot of that course talked about positive thinking and positive 
visualization . I realized I had been teaching the course, but I wasn’t 
living what I was teaching about setting goals .”

She started a biggest loser competition in her class and by the 
time June rolled around, she had lost 70 pounds . 

“I believed it, and then I just worked until I achieved it . Once I 
believed I could do it I just didn’t let any excuse stop me . My mantra 
was one good choice at a time .”

She also started following Canada’s Food Guide, tracking 

By Glenda McCarthy

Andrea Green brings her big story to the small screen

everything she ate while increasing her level of physical activity .
“I didn’t join a gym . I started doing fitness at home . I wanted to 

do it as inexpensively as possible so I got all of these free tools like 
online tracking devices for free and places to get workout videos for 
free online,” Andrea says . “I did a lot of research for healthy eating 
and clean eating and what you should avoid and then I started my 
own Facebook page which really helped me to be more accountable . 
As I was learning, I was posting on Facebook . I am a firm believer 
that what you learn you need to share, which I guess is why I ended 
up being a teacher .”

Once Andrea reached a certain level of success with her weight 
loss, pretty well everywhere she went people asked her how she did 
it .

“I would spend a lot of time explaining the process to people . It 
started with believing I could do it and changing my attitude, then 
how to eat differently . I would eat like a sumo wrestler where I 
wouldn’t eat all day long and then have one great big meal at supper, 
probably enough for three men, so I changed how I ate,” she says .

“In the process of explaining this to people all the time, I realized 
a lot of people need something . Most people struggle with some 
type of body image whether they are five pounds overweight or 
200 pounds overweight . Most people want to achieve some sort 
of healthier balance in their lives whether it’s a healthier lifestyle in 
terms of diet and exercise or it’s positive thinking . I realized people 
were hungry for that just like I was .”

After realizing there are a lot of people who aren’t on Facebook 
who might be interested in the information, she pitched the show to 
Rogers TV . They responded immediately and gave it the go-ahead .

Transform U was born . It’s a show dedicated to discussing positive 
thinking, healthy diet and physical activity . Hosted and produced by 
Andrea, it outlines her journey of successfully transforming herself 
from a self-described “300-pound, smoking, miserable, couch potato”, 
to a healthy, active, fit person who looks fear in the face and tackles 
every challenge head-on .

“There is hope for any person who wants to change . Any goal you 
set for yourself is attainable if you believe you can do it, set a plan for 
it and then don’t let anything stop you until you get there . This can 
transfer to many things in your life, not just weight loss .”

But she emphasises that no one can force you to make changes 
and put the work in . 

“One good choice right now . Even though you aren’t really seeing 
the results right this second, it does all add up in the long run . That’s 
how I got to 300 pounds . I wasn’t making the time or putting the 
effort in on myself . I needed time to work out and to meal plan, but I 
was always putting it on the back burner .”

Meal planning became extremely important for Andrea’s weight 

Inspirational transformation “I was going to my nephew’s wedding and 
I got on my sister’s scale and saw that I was 
299 .6 pounds . I thought ‘oh my goodness’ .” 
             - Andrea Green
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loss journey and she says she would not be able to eat healthy 
without it . If you are pressed for time, she recommends choosing 
healthy selections from the grocery store deli such as baked salmon 
or baked chicken with grilled vegetables .

“When I lost my weight in the beginning, that’s how I lived – 
buying a salad and a cooked chicken because I was so busy and 
didn’t even have time to meal prep back in the early days . But at the 
end of the day it was on me to make the good choices and choosing 
the baked chicken breast instead of chicken wings .”

Nowadays she lives on a reduced grocery budget – just $180 a 
week for a family of four – and she consumes the correct portion 
sizes .  

“When you plan your meals, you buy the salmon when it’s on 
sale, cook it and put it in containers at the correct proportions . I 
started measuring and weighing my food and realized we were 
probably eating twice or three times more than what one serving 
was . As Newfoundlanders especially, we do eat larger servings . It 
took a lot of training to retrain my body to recognize smaller meals 
more often . Right now I’m eating nine meals and consuming 2,000 
calories a day .”

For example, one day in Andrea’s diet will consist of a protein 
shake and oatmeal for breakfast, yogurt, berries and granola snack 
at 9 am, a wrap with chicken and veggies for lunch . Her afternoon 
snack would be a peanut butter and banana wrap, and supper may 
be a lean protein with veggies and a carb such as sweet potatoes .

Andrea is the first to admit that she sticks to a strict meal plan, 
because this self-professed food addict has triggers that would make 
her binge .

“For weight loss I had to eliminate the carbs because they were a 
trigger for me to have addictive cravings for foods, so I cut them out 
completely .”

Andrea’s diet plan changes based on what her goals are, so now 
that her goal is no longer weight loss, but fitness and endurance 
training for speed and agility, she eats carbs with every meal . 

“I do still have addictive issues with food and that’s something I 
have been working on outside of the whole physical transformation . 
I’ve done a lot of work internally because in order to get to 300 
pounds you have to have a problem . If you don’t fix the underlying 
problem you’re going to cycle from one addiction to another,” she 
explains .

“I worked on my food addiction, then I quit smoking and then 
other things came up in life that I had to work 
on . I sat down and figured out ‘What am 
I trying to substitute in my life to comfort 
with food or cigarettes?’, and once I started 

working on that, then the addictive behaviours began to stop .”
She still suffered from symptoms of dysmorphic syndrome, a 

negative view of her physical self, even after losing the weight, and 
mentally didn’t feel as good about herself as when she was at her 
heaviest . That has been the biggest thing for her to overcome .

“I went out and achieved what most people describe as this 
monumental thing, but I felt worse about that and I couldn’t 
understand it . So for me, I really believe that people who have that 
kind of issue with food, there really is more to it and you really should 
seek counselling because there are a lot of things that go along with 
this .”

For people who are morbidly obese, there may be issues they 
need to sort through when starting this process . 

“For me, it’s hard to celebrate the success of what I’ve 
accomplished when I just beat myself up for letting myself get there 
in the first place . Some people wouldn’t really understand that . When 
I looked in the mirror I didn’t see myself as morbidly obese . When 
my doctor wrote on my blood work test order morbidly obese, I just 
thought he was being a jerk . I mean I knew I had weight on but I just 
didn’t allow myself to see it .”

The message she brings with Transform U is it’s possible to make 
changes and overcome any obstacles in your way .

 “Whether it’s five pounds or 100 pounds, to the person trying to 
do it, it feels insurmountable and it feels impossible because we are 
all pressed for time and are so busy we don’t have time to exercise 
and eat right,” she says . 

“When I was 300 pounds I thought it was hopeless because I 
thought I wasn’t financially able to do any of these things and who 
had the time as a busy mom of two and working full-time? But if I 
can do it with a reduced budget, two kids and a full-time job, then 
anybody can do it .”

Andrea says it just means you have to plan more and get up 20 
minutes earlier in the morning to get your workout in .

“And that’s all it takes . Go online and find free workout videos and 
be creative . It doesn’t cost you anything to go for a walk around the 
park, so just don’t give yourself any excuses and stop being your own 
obstacle . That’s what I did . I made any excuse in the book . I would do 
anything to lose weight and be healthy… except diet and exercise,” 
she says with a chuckle . “And you have to stop that . The internal 
motivation is in there and you just have to find a way to spark it . 
Don’t do it tomorrow . Do it right now . That’s the biggest tip I think I 
can give people .”

To learn more about Andrea’s journey, or for more information 
about how she achieved her weight loss goals, visit her Facebook 
page at www .facebook .com/AndreasTransformation .

Indispensable
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October saw the launch of a new campaign for College of the 
North Atlantic, highlighting notable alumni as “Indispensable” .

Last year, CNA developed the “In Demand” campaign – a 
recruitment campaign designed to inform students that a college 
education is a viable option . It worked, and combined with a 
new enrolment management process, has led to an increase in 
applications and students attending the college . 

“This new campaign – “Indispensable” – is designed to help profile 
CNA and continue to build creditability and respect,” says Stephen 
Lee, the college’s Manager of Marketing and Communications . “We 
want the world to know what we already know, that CNA graduates 
become indispensable to the world around them, and that CNA 
students and graduates apply their passion and skills in indispensable 
jobs that make a real, tangible impact on the world .”

And what better way to demonstrate the critical importance of 
College of the North Atlantic than to tell the stories of our graduates? 

“This campaign features some of our amazing alumni who have 
gone on to really impressive careers as leaders in multi-national 
companies or in important industries . It’s designed to let people know 
that not only do College of the North Atlantic graduates get jobs, 
but they get some really important jobs in some pretty important 
industries .”

For this campaign CNA has teamed up with Target Marketing and 
Communications in St . John’s, the same agency responsible for those 
great Newfoundland and Labrador tourism ads that are so popular . 
They have won numerous marketing awards, including the prestigious 
Cannes Golden Lion, which is one of the biggest, most respected 
awards in the industry . Lee says the college is building a great 
relationship with the company and they plan do some really great 
things together .

“When we first met with Target, we went through a very extensive 
process of getting to know each other . Through that process they 
were able to articulate to us the goals that we needed to achieve 
through our marketing and promotion,” Lee explains .

“We were impressed by the process - moving from discovery and 
research, to setting the strategic compass, to developing the creative 
blueprint . After many weeks of research and planning, we agreed on 
the direction for moving forward, our blueprint . And we believe the 
direction we’ve now set is precisely where we need to go .”

The first step in that direction has resulted in CNA Stories as part 
of the “Indispensable” campaign . 

“We have four of our alumni featured in videos, and an additional 
in other mediums . The featured alumni were chosen for a couple 
of reasons . First, they are in industries that are really important to 
people and that everyone has come in contact with – entertainment, 
banking, education, telecommunications, and air travel, but also 
because they play really important roles within these industries .” 

Gary Healy, Len Green, Lisa Moore, Troy Alexander and Bruce 
Peddle are industry leaders with exciting stories to tell .

“Their stories are inspiring and show that a college education can 
really pave the way for an exciting, interesting and rewarding career . 
But this is just the first of many stories we have to tell . We have all 
kinds of awesome alumni in really important roles in nearly every 
industry you can think of .”

Lee says there are so many alumni to choose from that narrowing 
down the people to be featured will be one of the college’s biggest 
challenges .

“This campaign will be the foundation for future, specific 
campaigns, like recruitment . Each campaign will be designed to 
achieve different goals – changing attitudes, encouraging students 

By Glenda McCarthy

CNA alumni are Indispensable

to apply to programs, etc . You’ll begin to see it roll out into different 
areas of the college, as we continue the process .”

The campaign is an evolution for CNA – a new modern look and 
feel, including a new logo, and an expanded colour palette to give 
CNA greater options as it continues to build this new brand .

“I think one of the results of this campaign will be that people 
will look at College of the North Atlantic with a different lens . There’s 
long been a stigma associated with college as being second fiddle to 
university, or an option only for those who can’t make it in university,” 
Lee says .

“We’ve seen a lot of change in attitudes, primarily among 
potential students, in the last number of years, and we need to 

continue to dispel those out-dated myths . Everyone needs to 
understand the value of a college education, and by extension, the 
value of College of the North Atlantic .”

With the goal being to influence opinion and change attitudes, 
the mediums being used for the campaign have been chosen 
strategically, as Lee says sometimes the mediums chosen to deliver a 
message can support the intent of the message . (The medium is the 
message!)

 “We’ve also developed a microsite to showcase videos of our 
featured alumni, and we’re promoting that through our website and 
through our social channels . Anyone wanting to check out those 
stories for themselves can do so at cnastories .ca .”
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The day Len Green watched Star Wars at the movie theatre in 1977 
he knew his calling; he had to work at Industrial Light & Magic (ILM) 
building models for the movie industry . That two hour long, life-
altering experience would shape his future and eventually lead him 
from Grand Falls-Windsor all the way to Hollywood, California .

As a child Len could most times be found building model kits, but 
as he got older he started to branch out into drawing, expressing 
his passion for everything visual . He and a few of his friends would 
often trace the characters from comic books they purchased and each 
week you could find them immersed in the worlds of Spiderman or 
Superman . 

And while Len is the first to admit that Hollywood is a long trek 
away from his hometown, for anyone interested in the film industry 
it’s where you must be . However, it wasn’t a simple task of majoring 
in movie making for Len to get there . While looking at his options 
for training after high school the only post-secondary institution the 
counsellors could suggest was York University . 

“I didn’t want to go to university to do art because it’s all 
academic . College is where I was going because you spend the most 
of your time doing the actual craft . In the back of my mind, ever since 
1977 after seeing Star Wars it was my dream to go to San Francisco 
to work for ILM building models – since I spent my childhood building 
plastic models I thought I would love to do that for the movies . 
Hollywood was the goal but I didn’t know how to get there, and by 
the time I got to Stephenville it was almost gone out of my head .”

He first enrolled in the Commercial Arts program, at what is 
now CNA’s Prince Philip Drive campus, where he learned about 
photography, print making and drawing . During the program Len 
heard about the two-year Visual Arts program 
at Bay St . George campus in 
Stephenville, so he 

packed his bags and head west . The Visual Arts program focused on 
fine arts – including painting, drawing, photography and video .

“It was learning skills with your hands and trying to get the 
creative concepts into your head . The one thing about art is a lot of 
people say they can’t draw, but it’s all up to practice . I’ve been doing 
it since I was 10 or 11 so I was getting better and better . The more 
education I got on it, of course, the better I got . In school you’re doing 
it every single day and getting practice in every single day to find 
the skill you like . I liked using pencil for drawing . I wasn’t heavily into 
painting, but I liked photography and film . By doing that every day for 
two years, it brought my skill up to a level where I could get jobs .”

He graduated from CNA’s Visual Arts program in 1984 and worked 
for a brief time as a photographer and lab technician for a community 
newspaper .

“But still, the whole time I’m thinking, ‘how do I get to 
Hollywood?’” Len says . 

His time at CNA was just the stepping stone he need to sharpen 
his focus on Hollywood, so that’s when Len headed to Halifax to train 
at Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) where he majored 
in 2D and 3D animation, film making, photography and jewellery .

That led him to the three-year Technical Effects Animation 
program at Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario . CNA had not 
introduced its animation or film and video programs yet . 

“My idea was if I learned animation, I could go to ILM doing 
animation and then get myself into the model department . But by 
the time I finished, (modeling) had all gone to computer which I had 

By Glenda McCarthy

Big dreams 
lead to the 
big screen!

no interest in .”
After a decade of post-secondary education under his belt, Len 

was scooped up by Sullivan Bluth Studios in Dublin, Ireland . 
“I got a phone call before I graduated and got the job offer for 

animation . My idea was go to San Francisco and ILM, but I started 
hearing computers were taking over and there was no model 
building . When got the call and they asked if I wanted to come to 
Ireland and work on a movie, of course I jumped at that .”

After a year-and-a-half with that company Len got a call from a 
friend working at Steven Spielberg’s company, Amblimation .  

“Within a week I was in London, England . That was pretty cool . 
It was straight out of school into doing studio work . The guy who 
hired me there knew my skills and that I worked hard . I guess he 
considered me good at drawing . It just seemed like I had more 
skill than a lot of people because I spent so much time drawing . I 
had spent three years at Sheridan drawing but it was through the 
Newfoundland schools, doing it there at CNA, that it started .”

Len remained at Amblimation until 1995 . 
“Because Steven was working on so many films, he only dropped 

in every now and then and it was getting less and less . He was 
starting to think of closing the place down because he couldn’t get 
there to oversee anything .”

Spielberg made the decision to move his employees to the United 

States . Len was to report to the Universal lot for Spielberg’s new 
company called DreamWorks .

“I was one of the first DreamWorkers . We knew how big it was . 
We were on the Universal lot and every lunch we’d take go carts, run 
around the lot and explore places like the Psycho house,” Len recalls .

“We did that for a couple of years until we moved into our own 
compound . It was pretty cool because there were probably 150 of us, 
but there were only maybe six to 10 people in our department . Other 
than designing the film itself we were actually designing animation 
tables and deciding who gets hired . We felt like senior staff, you 
know? We were designing DreamWorks and making decisions on 
how we were going to do stuff . That was kind of cool, where you’re 
not just working on the film,  but how the company itself will work .”

For their first project Spielberg wanted to do something epic, 
something similar to the The Ten Commandments, that’s when 
production began on the Prince of Egypt .

“Steven said, ‘that’s it, that’s what we’re going to do . We’re going 
to do a religious film’ . That is risky in itself, but Steven told us that he 
was not looking for a film that will make money . He was looking for 
one that will be impressive and show our skills .”

“But still, the whole time I’m thinking, 
                            ‘how do I get to Hollywood?’”

- Len Green
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The film certainly did that! Since the early ‘90s Len has an 
impressive list of credentials under his belt, working on hits such as 
Balto, Looney Tunes: Back in Action, Aliens vs Predator: Requiem, The 
Simpsons Ride, and most recently, Avengers: Age of Ultron and Vin 
Diesel’s The Last Witch Hunter .  

“To me the animation is when you have the skill of using your 
hands to draw . Those are my favourite, most relaxing jobs . There 
is more fun in that because it’s more hands on . By end of my time 
with Dreamworks I was trained on computers . That’s what everything 
changed to and that’s all I do now is computer,” Len says .

“It’s not as enjoyable because you’re fighting the computer and 
the programs . The computer is not fast enough or software breaks 
down . You spend half your time using those skills, the creative side of 
it – and a lot of people use the computer now to do the job so it’s not 
as fun working on the films .”

He says animation work can be difficult to get now with CGI so 
prevalent in the industry, so Len has branched out and developed 
skills such as compositing, editing, lighting and character work .

“I’ve kind of touched every part of film so I have this multi-skill 
set . Now, instead of having a story board drawn, the film is pretty 
well built before it is shot . They do the entire film in CGI . All the 
acting is done by animated characters . It’s built from scratch – camera 

angles, lighting and then it gets filmed to what you’ve designed – 
right down to the camera and lights . Once they decide exactly what 
they want, they set it up that way .  When you animate those scenes 
you are actually animating how the actors will act .” 

But his absolute favourite thing about the industry is being on set .
“I like working on any part of a film; I could be sitting around in 

a chair and waiting to push a button! People say how boring it is to 
work on a live action film because you might be sitting around all day 
and then do one thing for a few seconds, but I get a kick out of that . 
It feels like you’re accomplishing something people are going to see 
and enjoy .”

And while Len has lived full time in Hollywood for 20 years, when 
you ask him about home, he says it will always be Newfoundland . 

“I am in Hollywood and I live here, but I come back to 
Newfoundland every year . I have a boat and cabin there and some 
family . I married a Newfoundland girl - my high school crush . We 
come back home every year and that’s still our most favourite place 
on earth . We never forget about Newfoundland . We don’t call here 
home . When we say home, we’re talking about Newfoundland .”

Learn more about Len’s journey at cnastories .ca/len .

BrINgINg order to chaos 
A college education can bring you a long way . Gary Healey’s journey 

is a testament to that . 
Born and raised in the small community of North Arm in Holyrood, 

on the province’s east coast, Gary graduated from CNA’s Computer 
Systems Engineering Technology program in 1990 .

With just the college program in his educational repertoire, Gary has 
worked his way up through the ranks to the position of Vice-President 
of Employment Operations of Barclaycard, a 327-year-old global 
payment business that operates in 20 countries, and employs over 
140,000 people worldwide .

Based out of Addison, Texas, Gary is a long way from Healey’s Lane 
in North Arm, but he has put his training from CNA to good use in the 
health care, electrical, aviation and banking fields during his career .

“I always had an interest in electronics . I did take a couple of things 
apart and destroy them when I was kid,” he recalls with a chuckle . “I 
always had that tinkering way about me, but I think it was more than 
an interest in the hardware . What I was interested in was the problem 
solving . I was always pretty good at solving problems and analytical 
type work and I enjoy complex thinking .”

He knew he wanted to take a program that included business, 
software, engineering and design, which led him to College of the 
North Atlantic . 

“CNA offered a program which was just very diverse,” Gary recalls 
of his decision to enroll in the program more than two decades ago . “It 
covered all aspects – you’re doing programming language, mainframe 
distributed systems, you’re learning business, accounting economics, so 
it was a real good course that was jammed packed in two years .”

Entering the workforce Gary felt, and still feels to this day, that he 
had obtained a vital dose of software design education in just two 
years .

“It is a very focused program; on software, computers, business and 
business analytics, so you were really doing a bit of everything – the 

business course, a bit of accounting, a bit of statistics and economics, 
you’re doing infrastructure and you’re doing software . They took a good 
mix of that and if I had to get that in university, I would have had to do 
three separate degrees .”

His first job after graduation was with a company called Business 
Software Limited in Mount Pearl . He stayed with the company for four 
years and did a lot of software development for companies in St . John’s .

“I was well positioned to go to work the first day,” he says . “Those 
four years gave me a lot of experience . I did a lot of work in a lot 
of different areas; cabling software, installing, writing the software, 
everything really from end-to-end .”

His next five years were spent at Canadian Helicopters in St . John’s, 
where he was part of a team responsible for the design, development 
and operations of the Airsoft Fleet maintenance system used to 
manage over 300 aircraft .

“I did a lot of interesting work there including writing a lot of 
warehousing systems . I wrote a system where instead of walking 
around picking a product up, a guy could sit in a chair and the whole 
warehouse was a huge carousel system . The whole warehouse could 
spin and drop off the parts to him . I was still pretty much a developer, 
an analyst and an architect at that point .”

In 1998, Airsoft was sold to a company in Addison, Texas . “They sold 
the software to Omniflight and me along with it,” Gary kids . As director 
of IT for the company, he led the Telecom, Software Applications and 
Infrastructure group for all IT operations .

“There was no hesitation moving so far from home . They doubled 
my salary . They made me an offer of $100,000 a year and an apartment 
with a maid . At 27-years-old I was like, ‘hell yeah! When does the plane 
leave?’ I did that for a couple of years and I enjoyed that a lot .”

The company built air ambulances across the United States, which 
brought him into the healthcare field .

“I did have an interest in healthcare and there was a lot going on in 

By Glenda McCarthy
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IT with healthcare . And you were doing something you felt good about . 
I worked at a place called BearCom for a year before I found what I 
really wanted to do, which was at Caremark .”

It was in 2000 that Gary joined the team of what is now CVS Health . 
During his first year with the company he met his current wife . Twelve 
years after starting at the company, Gary was the Senior Director of IT . 
He was responsible for a project and department budget of over $30 
million and had hundreds of employees in seven departments .

“By the time I left in 2012, I had over 200 people reporting to me 
and staff from all over the world . Twelve years was a long time at one 
company and that’s when I decided to make the move to a different 
company . My wife was moving through the ranks and it was only a 
matter of time before she would report to me . I report to her, there’s no 
doubt about it!” he says with a laugh .

The career change allowed him a nine month stint with a company 
called MedAssets .

“It was Christmas 2013 when Barclay’s found me . I went through an 
interview process of five or six interviews over a month and finally I got 
picked . I was one of the first Barclaycard-based employees to work out 
of Dallas .”

Since that time he has been steadily increasing his staff and expects 
to have over 40 people working for him by the end of the year . 

“I have been hiring people ever since, building up the Barclaycard 
side of it along with my colleagues, and now we have our own 
building .”

The department does a lot of research, innovation and design and 
deals with a lot of new technology .

“I haven’t had my hands on a keyboard to write a software program 
in seven or eight years . I’d like to but they don’t let me do that 
anymore . Now I provide guidance and strategic direction .”

Gary’s role heavily involves environment management, as well 
as support to all application development life cycles for delivering 
software to production .

“I do that through automation of environments and physically 

building out the environments . I’m responsible for data de-
personalization . The data we test for application changes is for 
Barclaycard services we offer for issuing cards, acquiring cards, 
payments, all of those different business uses . I’m responsible for that 
stakeholder relationship and management,” he says .

“We are heavily involved in deploying new ways of doing IT . It 
is cutting edge stuff . Basically it’s called continuous integration and 
continuous delivery automation . I can speed up environments so what 
took 20-weeks before we’re now looking at doing it in 20 minutes .”

He says they are doing a lot of interesting things to improve the 
way the company handles IT, but his favourite aspect will always be 
problem solving .

“Every day we have stuff that comes, where we have challenges 
that we have to solve . I like using data and analytics to solve issues . I 
like to break issues down to workable pieces . I call it ‘bringing order out 
of chaos’ .”

His goal at Barclaycard is to make it run as smoothly as CVS 
Caremark did before he left it .

“If I had to go away for three weeks, they wouldn’t even miss me 
because it ran so smoothly . I’m hoping to get this place in the same 
direction . This place is a 327-year-old bank . They have a lot of things 
very set in their ways as you would expect . It is going to take a little 
longer, probably, but that’s what I’m looking to do here and that’s what 
I enjoy the most – solving problems . The bigger the better . The more 
complex the better,” he says .

“For people who are looking to go to CNA, if they decided they are 
interested in software design and a career in IT, I think there are two 
paths in IT . One is the managerial path and the other is the technical 
path . I think that program well positions you to get started in your 
career to go on either path . It gives students the opportunity to go into 
the business side or technical side of infrastructure . It’s really laid out 
well .”

Learn more about Gary’s journey at cnastories .ca/gary .
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Bruce Peddle fell in love with airplanes at a very early age . As 
a child, he would routinely make trips to the St . John’s International 
Airport to watch planes take off and land . Decades later, he fondly 
recalls the times spent with his father outside the tarmac, eager to see 
what would fly overhead .

“The aircraft, when you look at them on final approach, were so big . 
I distinctly remember they were huge and to me it seemed quite a feat 
to actually bring an airplane down . At that time the weather in Torbay 
was quite suspect because of the fog, so to see them come through 
the fog, it totally impressed me – the noise and the whole drama 
behind landing an airplane and being so close to that .”

By the time Bruce was 10-years-old his bedroom was littered with 
the model airplanes he had built .

“At that early stage of my life I decided that was what I wanted to 
pursue . I remember there were only a few model stores in St . John’s 
and we would go in and I’d pick out airplane models and learn about 
them . At that age I was pretty much obsessed with airplanes .”

His passion for planes never waned and as he grew older he held a 
number of part-time jobs pumping gas and bagging groceries to pay for 
expensive flying lessons .  

 “Stepping into the cockpit for the first time was kind of like an 
affirmation of exactly what I was obsessed about . I said ‘Wow! This is 
kind of like a dream come true to fly’, and, in fact, it was .”

By the time Bruce graduated from high school, he already had his 
pilot’s licence and hoped to fulfill his dream of flying planes for a living . 
But fate had other plans . A lazy eye put his dream of flying the skies 
each day out of reach .

“Early in my flying career I realized I had an eye problem so it would 
be difficult to keep a license . It was devastating to me . It was really 
tough to get my head around that . I was very disappointed, but once I 
was resigned to that, I decided I still wanted to stay in the industry .”

By Glenda McCarthy

Aircraft 
Maintenance 
grad soars 
high in 
aviation 
career

With his dream career unattainable, Bruce decided to do the next 
best thing – servicing the airplanes to make sure they fly correctly . 

“That’s when someone told me about the Aircraft Maintenance 
program at CNA in Gander, so I applied for that and got in . I thought 
the program was great . I was already preconditioned to what it was all 
about so I absorbed the first year of the program and did quite well . I 
really applied myself to it .”

That summer Bruce got a great job working for Sealand Helicopters 
(now Canadian Helicopters Corporation) which only reaffirmed he had 
made the right choice .

“I knew this was what I wanted to do and so I went back for the 
second year . I did really well and I even got a permanent job at Sealand 
once I graduated,” he recalls .

“At that time Sealand was expanding quite a bit internationally so I 
had the opportunity to be exposed to support projects down in South 
America, over in Africa for a while supporting offshore drilling with 
helicopters, and I was up in Canada’s arctic for a summer, so it was 
really a great job and a great opportunity .”

Five years later Bruce realized he wanted to go even further in the 
industry so he returned to school to obtain a Bachelor of Commerce 
Degree, graduating in 1988 . After landing a job and a stint at Air Nova 
(now Air Canada Jazz), he used his accumulated knowledge to open 
the doors at Bombardier Inc ., where he excelled in the world of aircraft 
marketing and sales . 

“I started in performance engineering, where you demonstrate on 
paper and through analysis the capabilities of aircraft such as landing 
distances, take off distances, fuel burning range and all these things 
about the characteristics of an airplane, so it was right up my alley . 
I travelled all over the world . Working with Bombardier truly was a 
dream job . I stayed with them for five years .”

These companies helped instill his life-long dedication to 
the aviation industry, and then he added a certified accounting 
management program to his credentials . 

“I worked in the accounting department at Air Nova so I was dealing 
with all kinds of aircraft costs . Once I got that certification I started to 
realize very quickly that I had a pretty unique background and I don’t 
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think I have ever come across anyone else with that background . I had 
some flying experience, but I also had hands on technical experience 
working around aircraft as well as marketing aircraft, understanding 
aircraft performance, and an aircraft finance background as well,” he 
says .

“I started to pull all this knowledge into one perspective which 
really gives me a unique way to look at things, not only from the 
practical or pragmatic side from working on aircraft and maintaining 
aircraft, but also a marketing perspective, right through the accounting 
and finance side of the business .”

In 2007 Bruce took the position of Vice President of North America’s 
Airline Market for Embraer . In this role he was responsible for 
marketing, sales and product support for the company’s airline market 
activities which focused on capturing new business and achieving 
excellence in customer satisfaction and after-sales support .

“They were building their regional jets and they agreed to sponsor 
me into the US . They applied for and got me a work visa so I could go 
to the US and work with them in marketing and sales of their products .”

Bruce also spent over four years as the Managing Director for 
Embraer Asia-Pacific in Singapore . 

“They offered me a job to set up and run an Asia office and they 
asked me to go for two years . I moved my wife over, and my son was 
born over there, and I ended up staying for four-and-a-half years .” 

After 14 years with EMBRAER, Bruce made the move back to 
Bombardier to work in the aircraft fractional ownership side of the 
business .

He was named Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Flexjet, 
the world’s single largest closed fleet of Bombardier business aircraft, 
based in Dallas, Texas .

Most recently, Bruce was named Vice President of Aircraft Leasing 
and Trading with Chorus Aviation in Dallas, Texas . 

And while he’s seen a lot through his 30-plus year career in the 
aviation field, his favourite thing about the industry is that there is 
always something new to learn .

“I love all of the different aspects of the industry . As I have moved 
up through my career there are just so many aspects that are new . 
Even in my job today we look at new opportunities, new aircraft, new 
businesses and meeting new people . It’s not your typical 9-5 office job,” 
Bruce says .

“You have a lot of technological development that ensures the 
industry is advancing and there are always new technologies on the 
horizon, and then you also have the commerce side of the business 
evolving as well . The industry is fairly young and continues to evolve .”

Learn more about Bruce’s story at cnastories .ca/bruce .
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 Lisa Moore was still a child when she wrote her very first story . 
She could often be found making up magical stories and illustrating 
them for friends and relatives . The practice stuck with her as she grew 
older so it’s no surprise that Lisa took her passion and turned it into a 
promising career as one of this province’s most well-known authors . 

“I used to write little short stories and send them to a cousin of 
mine who lived in Corner Brook . I would illustrate them, make books 
out of them, and tie them up with ribbons . I made up magical stories . 
When I was 13-years-old I wrote for the children I babysat, so I’ve 
always written . I always wrote personalized fairy tales . It was fun .” 

Although she has always been interested in the arts, taking both art 
and acting classes as a child, she didn’t really pursue it as a career until 
an unfortunate experience in university steered her in a new direction .

“I had gone to Memorial University just for one class and found the 
campus a little bit intimidating . I was just fresh out of high school and 
I wandered into the wrong class . I thought I was going to a literature 
class, but it turned out I walked into a class in the Greek language,” she 
recalls . “I was completely confused and decided to quit . I left the class, 
walked down town, and got a job washing dishes .”

But fate intervened – putting her on the path to pursing her true 
passion . 

“I met the artist Scott Goudie, who is a printmaker and a painter . 
He suggested I go out to Stephenville and go to CNA . He knew I was 
interested in art and had taken lessons as a child . So I applied (for 
Visual Arts), was accepted and hopped on a bus . I went out there and 
just fell in love with art making .”

She describes her time on the province’s west coast as a fantastic 
opportunity . 

“It was a perfect environment for someone not ready for university, 
but really ready to learn, because the quality of instruction was 
amazing . We were exploring art history and there were all kinds of 
mediums available .”

Lisa recalls being exposed to photography, videography, sculpture, 
pottery, printmaking and jewelry making, painting and drawing .

“They also had a visiting artists program, so artists who were at the 
top of their field were coming out and working with us for a month at 
a time, teaching us painting and drawing . It was a foundation course in 
fine art and aesthetics and really learning anything you could possibly 
take in – (I was) just saturated in ideas about art making .”

Looking back on that time, Lisa says she was, and still is, influenced 
by her teachers . 

“It was the excellence of the instruction that was my favourite part . 
The teachers we worked with were incredibly dedicated . They were 
at the top of their field and were very dedicated artists as well as 
teachers . The class size was such that we got a lot of personal attention 
and a lot of instruction . It was of excellent quality,” Lisa says . 

“Those teachers really changed my life . I look back on their teaching 
now because I am a professor at Memorial University, and I try to 
emulate their pedagogy . They were just excellent teachers . I guess 
there has to be a balance between teaching students to be self-
directed but open to learning and open to guidance . That was the kind 
of education we were receiving there .” 

Another aspect that stood out during her time at CNA was the 
limitless artistic freedom students were afforded during the two-year 
Visual Arts program .

“It was the freedom to explore the thing I really wanted to explore, 

Drawing 
Inspiration

By Glenda McCarthy

Author Lisa Moore brings her experiences to life
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which was making art . We were given the materials necessary, the 
equipment necessary, the instruction necessary, and then we were 
given the freedom to really experiment and learn and push ourselves 
as far as we possibly could to figure all of that out .”

She also drew inspiration from the beauty of the west coast, which 
has a different landscape than that of St . John’s . Also, meeting people 
from all over the island gave her perspective on different lifestyles and 
also an outlook on life in smaller communities . It was her first time 
living anywhere outside St . John’s and she feels the experience was an 
important one .

“I met people from all over the province who were going to 
Stephenville, doing all different kinds of courses . It was exciting to 
meet people with very different interests, but in the same place to 
learn . It was a great education in terms of what is going on in the 
province and all kinds of different trades, academic interests . I drew 
inspiration from that . I think that time was very formative . I learned 
about all kinds of ways to live and be in the world . It was a lot of fun,” 
she says .

“Some people were from fishing families; some came from families 
who were wildlife officers, and rural living . I was living in residence, 
but a friend who was from Stephenville would have me over for 
supper frequently and they had big family of 13 . Everything was 
homemade – the bread, jam and pickles . We had moose that had been 
hunted, and fish that had been caught . It was just such abundance and 
such generosity . It was a different kind of life that I was lucky enough 
to see .”

All of this intense exploration during the Visual Arts program 
became a part of who she is as an artist, professor, and writer .

“When I was a kid, I did acting classes and so I decided I would try 
to write a radio play (while at CNA), and I sold it to CBC . People at the 
college realized I was very serious about writing, as well as making 
art, so they developed a creative writing class . There was that kind of 
attention to individual people’s interests and needs . They looked out 
for what people were doing and paid attention to that, everybody was 
accommodated .”

She says CNA helped her find her path, cementing a career in the 
arts .

“I knew for sure as I spent two years thinking about art and thinking 
about materials and how to express ideas through visual art . I realized 
I wanted to be involved in that world for the rest of my life, whether it 
was through writing, theatre, drama, or visual art – all of that . I wanted 
to be working in that area .”

After graduating in 1984, Lisa, along with several of her classmates, 
went on to enroll at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) 

where she obtained a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree . 
“That path – being at CNA – made it easy for us to forge 

relationships with the university in Halifax .”
Lisa went on to have her works published in numerous journals and 

anthologies, including two collections produced by writing group The 
Burning Rock; Extremities published in 1994 and Hearts Larry Broke in 
2000 . Her first collection of short stories, Degrees of Nakedness, was 
published in 1995 . She followed that with her Giller Prize-nominated 
work Open, which was published in 2002 . It won the Canadian Authors 
Association Jubilee Award for Short Stories and established Lisa as a 

strong new voice in Canadian fiction .
She followed this with Alligator in 2005, which was also nominated 

for the Giller Prize . In 2006, the novel won the Commonwealth Writers’ 
Prize for the Caribbean and Canada region . 

Lisa’s second novel, February published in 2013, was among 13 
candidates nominated for the prestigious Man Booker Prize . Caught, 
published in 2013, was also shortlisted for the Giller .

In addition to writing books, Lisa is a playwright and freelance 
journalist for The National Post and Globe and Mail newspapers, and 
Canadian Art and Arts Atlantic magazines . In the world of academia 
she has worked at Guelph University, the University of Toronto, the 
University of British Columbia, and The Banff Centre .

Now, as a professor in Memorial University’s Faculty of English, she 
teaches creative writing and literature . She feels being a mentor and 
being able to teach and help others is a real honour and a talent that 
develops over time .

“The people who take creative writing courses are definitely 
interested in becoming writers and, in fact, they are writers . I, along 
with other professors here, teach fiction and creative non-fiction,” she 
says . 

Lisa enjoys helping students reach their potential and is a firm 

believer that there are just as many different things to learn, as there 
are different ways to learn them .

“I believe everybody loves to learn . It’s a question of making sure 
they are given the opportunity to learn in the way that feels most 
comfortable to them . In a certain way, it doesn’t matter what the 
subject is as long as you’re learning, because it’s the act of learning 
that enriches life,” she says . “If you can find a way to learn one thing, 
that method of learning will cross over to all different kinds of subject 
matter .”

She says if you can learn to cook beautifully, with a tremendous 
amount of attention, that same learning skill will translate to learning 
how to write, how to drive a car, or even how to fix a toaster .

“It’s not so much what we learn, as learning to learn, that I think 
people go to school for . That’s why I think people should seek out as 
many ways of learning in a lifetime as possible . They should go to 
CNA, they should go to MUN, and they should sit next to a fisherman 
who describes how you get a cod . There are a million different ways to 
learn . It’s the learning to learn that’s important .”

To learn more about Lisa’s story visit cnastories .ca/lisa . 
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Satellites . No matter where we live, these celestial birds, 
perpetually orbiting our planet, are indispensable to the world of voice 
and data communications everywhere . 

And who do innovative companies like Telesat Canada and Xplornet 
depend on to ensure reliable and secure satellite telecommunications? 
Talented leaders (or should we say wizards) like satellite operations 
guru, Troy Alexander .

Xplornet Communications Inc . is Canada’s leading rural broadband 
provider and operates Canada’s largest rural network, serving 250,000 
households . Think of telecommunications as the world’s biggest 
machine – strung together by complex networks, telephones, mobile 
phones, and internet-linked PCs, the global system touches nearly all of 
us . It allows us to speak, share thoughts and do business with nearly 

anyone, regardless of where in the world they might be . Telecom 
operating companies make all this happen .

Troy always had the desire to work in the world of 
telecommunications, and for the past three years he has been the 
Senior Satellite Specialist at Xplornet Communications in Fredericton, 
New Brunswick .

 Troy credits CNA for his stellar career success . In particular, he 
credits the college’s rigorous Electronics Engineering Technology 
program, and its philosophy of integrating academic theory with 
practical hands-on experience, with giving him an indispensable 
competitive edge in his career . (And, pardon the pun, helping make 
him the star he is today .)

Many of the students signing up for the Commercial Driver 
program have never been behind the wheel of an 18-wheeler 
-  let alone know the advanced double-clutching technique used in 
these big rigs . 

Atlantic Diversified Transportation Systems (ADTS) is helping 
CNA students learn this technique through the design and 
manufacturing of a simulator for the Commercial Driver program, 
which is part of the Heavy Equipment Industrial Trades Centre of 
Excellence at Bay St . George campus .

The simulator gives students an opportunity to practice the 
coordination of double-clutch shifting before they step into the 
big trucks . Anyone who has driven a manual transmission vehicle 
knows you need to push the clutch in while shifting directly to 
another gear . With double-clutching, the driver needs to first 
engage the transmission in neutral before shifting to the next gear, 
while pressing and releasing the clutch with each change .

“In order to practice on a truck it has to be running and 
moving,” says Commercial Driver instructor, Ray Skinner . “It has to 
happen during a certain time, at certain speed, and on the road we 
sometime can’t slow down for a student to learn .”

Commercial Driver instructor, Leo Anderson worked with 
ADTS before becoming an instructor at CNA, so he had a great 
relationship with the company . He approached ADTS about the 
creation of a simulator, and the mechanics in their Clarenville shop 
came up with a concept and built it for the college .

“We didn’t have any blueprints or anything,” Ray says . “This was 
totally their idea . They built it from scratch and we picked it up a 
month later, so I want to give a special thanks to Kev Ketts and 
Paul Russell for building it .”

He says it is sometimes easier to teach in the simulator 
because you can go slow and build up coordination .

“Students can now go as slow as they want to simulate a shift 
in the simulator, in order to get the coordination of their leg and 
their hand movement to do a shift .” 

Once the students have that tricky coordination down, they can 
build up their speed at the double-clutch . 

“You can get faster and faster and then move on to the truck so 
that by then you already have the coordination developed and you 
can go ahead and make a shift .”

While students in the Commercial Driver program don’t hit the 
road their very first day in class, Ray says the simulator goes a long 
way in helping those not familiar with the technique build their 
confidence .

“We progress them in a way that we don’t go out on the road 
the first day . We let them build up their confidence and get over 
that fear gradually in the field site . There is always a bit of anxiety 
– it doesn’t matter how much time you spend on the field site with 
them . Their first trip on the road they are nervous . Their first time 
with a load aboard they are nervous, so that’s to be expected,” he 
says .

“In my 13 years here, I have seen lots of cases where we could 
have used the simulator . It’s not used on every student everyday, 
but now we can use it for students to get started . We can also use 
it for Mobile Crane too so it’s there for them to use if they should 
ever need it for the same purpose .”

By Glenda McCarthy

By Glenda McCarthy

A rising 
star

First things, 
first – then 
second! 

Indispensable

Simulator helps students learn 
big-rig basics

Do you have an alumni success story to tell? 
Contact Stephen Lee, Manager of Marketing and Communications, at stephen .lee@cna .nl .ca . 
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When Brad Pilgrim accepted the position of Campus Manager for 
the St . Anthony campus in October 2015, it brought his decade-long 
professional journey full circle . Coming from a family of educators, 
Brad knew early-on which path would be the best fit for him .

“Both of my parents and my sister are teachers from all the 
different levels – primary/elementary, to junior high/high school, and 
my mom is a retired CNA employee . So I was kind of directed down 
the path, through their support, that (working at) the college would 
be an excellent option .”

With that in mind, Brad finished his Bachelor of Arts (English 
major, Sociology minor) and followed it up with a Bachelor of 
Education (Post-Secondary) at Memorial University .

Leaving university without any work experience, he still decided 
to throw his hat in the ring for a position at College of the North 
Atlantic-Qatar (CNA-Q) . 

“I walked into the CNA-Q office at Prince Philip Drive and put 
in my resume to go to CNA-Q in 2004 . They showed me a stack of 
resumes of people with 10+ years of experience . They told me to 
come back after a few years and talk to them again,” Brad recalls .

Undeterred, he applied for every job at the college he thought 
he might be qualified for, submitting somewhere between 80-100 
resumes . 

“I started working with a company in St . John’s just to pass the 
time . Once, I got hired as a supervisor and instructor for staffing 
instructing, I was on the job for one day when a CNA position came 
up in St . Anthony, my hometown, for an academic trades program 
(Carpenter) . You needed an English or communications background, 

so I applied,” he recalls . “I ran over to Prince Philip Drive for an 
interview . When I arrived back to my job, half-an-hour later my phone 
rang and they congratulated me on receiving the position .”

With that position starting in two weeks, Brian packed up and 
drove to St . Anthony for his first job at CNA . The following year he 
moved into a position as an instructor of Adult Basic Education, where 
he stayed for eight years .

“I was settled . I had a house bought, got married, we had our first 
child, and then had our second child . Laura (his wife) was a school 
teacher in the area and we were just living the day-to-day life .”

When he got the call that his position would be eliminated when 
the ABE program was transferred out of CNA to private institutions, he 
remained positive .

“St . Anthony at that time got hit hard . We lost half the staff . 
Initially I didn’t think much about it . It didn’t faze me . My wife kind 
of laughed about it . She said, ‘that’s okay, you’re out of ABE, maybe 
you’ll bump into communications .’ When I found out there would only 
be one full-time communications position in St . Anthony, the most 
senior person had 15 years on me .” 

Still, he maintained hope that he could transfer to Corner Brook 
in another capacity . The final day came and there were no positions 
available .

“So I’m out of a job . I didn’t know what I was going to do, but 
I didn’t panic . I don’t think I’m a panic type of person . I’m a fairly 
positive person and I think things happen for a reason . The funny 
thing about it was, a year before the cuts happened and I lost my 
job, Laura, who is also from St . Anthony, said, ‘I don’t want to be here 

By Glenda McCarthy

Coming 
full circle

doing this the rest of my life . We haven’t done anything, we haven’t 
gone anywhere . Let’s change it up and come back .’ She suggested I 
see if I could get on at CNA-Q .”

The summer before Brad was laid off he visited Prince Philip Drive 
campus and asked about any job possibilities at CNA-Q . With a lot 
more experience now under his belt, he was told to keep an eye on 
the job site .

“Sure enough there were jobs coming up for communications in 
CNA-Q . I applied, went through the process and I was successful . It 
was really weird . I didn’t miss one day of work and didn’t have any 
interruption in my pay at all .”

The position was a two-year contract that began in Doha, Qatar in 
September 2013 .

“It felt like fate . If it didn’t happen I wouldn’t be where I am now . 
I would probably still be here (in St . Anthony), but as an instructor . 
Because of what happened we sold our house and everything we 
had . We kept the one vehicle, one snowmobile, and some furniture . 
My wife took leave from work . We packed up ourselves and the kids 
and jumped on the flight to the Middle East .”

Their experience in Doha was a positive one and Brad has nothing 
but praise for the college community, saying CNA-Q employees 
do a fantastic job making you feel at home, going over and above 
expectations .

 “The college itself is probably the coolest institution I’ve ever 
been in . It was like an institute from the future . Most of the staff 
that I worked with were from Newfoundland and my wife ended up 
teaching Qatari-Canadian school – the same school my son went to .”

During their two years in the Middle East, they were bitten by the 
travel bug and fulfilled their desire to see the world .

“We travelled the world – spent Christmas in Thailand, Christmas 
in Amsterdam, travelled all over Europe and the Middle East and 
some Asian countries,” Brad says . “We had a real cool experience that 

way . The first year it was eyes wide open, a honeymoon, ‘where are 
we and what are we doing?’, type of thing . The second year we felt 
really at home .”

When Laura became pregnant with the couples’ third child, they 
made the decision she would return home to Canada with their 
children before the birth .

“We had just built a new house in St . Anthony while we were over 
in Qatar because we needed a home base . When we came back this 
summer, Laura came home and moved into the house with the kids 
to have the baby, and I had a flight booked for a Monday (in August) 
to go back to Qatar . Late Thursday before the flight I got a call about a 
full-time communications position in Corner Brook .”

Brad jumped at the opportunity to be closer to his family, 
travelling to and from St . Anthony on weekends for a month-and-a-
half . When former St . Anthony Campus Administrator, Cecil Roberts, 
retired Brad applied for the position at the campus .

“I really worked on trying to get something back home – a 
management position or a teaching position . I applied for the 
job, ended up with an interview and a couple of weeks later they 
contacted me and they said, ‘congratulations you got the job!’ It was a 
pretty cool experience for sure . So here I am,” he says from his office 
at St . Anthony campus . 

So now the Pilgrim family is back where it started, but this time 
with the additional world experience they craved – and another child .

“I never missed one day of work . Some people, when they lost 
their job, they got really upset and switched careers and didn’t think 
of the college at all . They just moved forward, but I have always 
loved the college and the work environment and what the college 
represents . I stuck with it and I was destined and determined to 
make a career with the college . I didn’t look back . I kept my head up 
and punched through it and it all worked out .”

“I really worked on trying to get something 
back home – a management position or a teaching 
position . I applied for the job, ended up with 
an interview and a couple of weeks later they 
contacted me and they said, ‘congratulations you 
got the job!’ It was a pretty cool experience for sure . 
So here I am .”
             - Brad Pilgrim
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It’s been a busy and productive year, one that also happened to be 
full of firsts for the Office of Alumni & Advancement!

Highlighted by the largest single donation by a college donor, the 
largest alumni event in the college’s history, and the recognition of a 
long-standing College of the North Atlantic supporter – 2015 was by 
far a special year for our alumni and advancing the college for the 
alumni of tomorrow!

The Joyce Foundation makes history
CNA received the largest gift in its history from The Joyce 

Foundation this past year, and as a result students are already seeing 
their dreams of getting an education becoming a reality . The Joyce 
Foundation (formerly The Ron Joyce Foundation) is a private, family 
foundation created by Canadian entrepreneur, Ronald V . Joyce and is 
based in Burlington, Ont . The $2 million gift supports students who 
would otherwise not have an opportunity to attend a post-secondary 
institution and continues to support their efforts right up until 
graduation .

CNA worked directly with the Newfoundland and Labrador 
English School District (NLESD) to launch the program to all schools 
in the province this past spring . The program was very well received 
with applications from schools representing all regions of the 
Newfoundland and Labrador .

“We are delighted that we have our first recipients of The Joyce 
Foundation Bursaries enrolled at CNA and we are committed to 
working with each of them towards their college aspirations,” says 
Anna Peddle, Manager of Alumni and Advancement . 

The Joyce Foundation Bursary program is available to students in 
every school in the province, beginning in early March in conjunction 
with the NLESD . Student applications need to be completed by the 
end of May for the following school year .

“We look forward to seeing the next set of students as they take 
on new challenges and pursue their educational goals,” says Peddle .

The donation provides qualified students with up to $4,000 
per year to pay for tuition and associated educational expenses, 
and is renewable for up to three years . In addition to the financial 
support, the college’s program will pair the student with mentors to 
expand their learning opportunities and provide a broader range of 
experiences .

When 300 of your friends show up for a get together…
That’s what happens when you couple the Port aux Basques Come 

Home Year celebration with a CNA alumni reunion! Connecting with 
past classmates is easier than ever with social media platforms like 
Facebook, but having 300 alumni and guests show up at a stadium 
during Come Home Year is still a fantastic achievement!

This past summer, the Port Aux Basques campus, in conjunction 
with Port Aux Basques Come Home Year committee and the alumni 
office, hosted a reunion that is still being talked about today . The 
event, Fill the Bruce II, certainly lived up to its namesake!

 The event included an alumni meet and greet and open concert 
at The Bruce II arena, featuring local band – Vintage 5 . Students and 
staff who have studied or worked at any of CNA’s campuses came 
together to reconnect and celebrate with former classmates and 
coworkers .

Guest alumni speaker for the evening, Yvonne Anderson-Richards, 
shared her CNA pride while addressing the crowd . She described her 
experiences transitioning from student life to small business owner to 
her current position as an instructor at CNA in the program she once 
enrolled in, Non-Destructive Testing .

“Looking back over all those years, I wouldn’t hesitate to do it all 
over again,” said Anderson-Richards . “My reward now, at the end of 
the day, is seeing that sparkle in a student’s eye . The same sparkle I 
had when I did the program nearly 30 years ago .”

It was that pride that resonated throughout the evening at CNA’s 
largest ever Alumni event! 

“Any campus or program looking to hold a class reunion or even 
a few reunion events, we would be delighted to work with them 
in organizing something,” said Peddle . “There are thousands of CNA 
alumni spread throughout our province and the country – the more 
we can do to recognize their achievements and bring them together 
to reminisce, the better!”

Message from Robin Walters VP, 
Industry and Community Engagement 

A year to    remember!
Partnership at its best!The Fry Family Foundation - giving more than a donation

Darryl and Marlene Fry have a passion for giving . The work 
of their foundation - The Fry Family Foundation - is dedicated to 
building strong communities and is committed to investing in the 
development of the future talent of young people . College of the 
North Atlantic has been a long term beneficiary of that generous spirit 
with numerous donations over the past decade made to the student 
scholarship program, and also their community philanthropic support 
for a project to help rebuild a hurricane ravaged area of New Orleans . 

This year’s Fry Family Foundation support enabled 29 students 
to take home awards in several programs at the college, valued at 
$78,000 . To date the foundation has donated nearly $500,000 to the 
college .

The Fry Family Foundation is also a vested donor . They make long-
term investments in students and strive to know the students and 
where possible mentor them in their educational and career pursuits . 
The bottom line is, they care about each student’s path in life and 
want to help them succeed .

A recent donor appreciation event was held at Prince Philip 
Drive campus to celebrate the James Sellars Apprenticeship Award 
recipients (part of The Fry Family Foundation giving program) . Darryl 
and Marlene Fry were joined by many friends and family members 
who travelled from around the world to celebrate the memory of 
James Sellars (Marlene’s father) and to recognize the work of the 
foundation .

Working with community and industry partners has always 
been a passion of mine and since taking on this role with the 
college almost one year ago, I continue to experience first-hand 
what partnership means and why it is so important to College 
of the North Atlantic to ensure student success .

Working directly with the alumni and advancement team, 
I have learned that our graduates are valued partners as 
they embark on their careers and grow to become the next 
generation of leaders and entrepreneurs in our communities . 

Each year, College of the North Atlantic celebrates more 
than 2,500 new alumni who are moving forward with their 
credentials and taking the next steps in their life ambitions . 
CNA is focused on staying connected and supporting these 
graduates and looks forward to building new partnerships in 
the years to come .

As partners in advancement, our donors continue to 
contribute to CNA and our students’ successes in many new 
ways . We disperse over $400,000 annually in awards across 
the province as a result of their donations, and their significant 
in-kind support provides valuable training tools and upgrades 
to support enhanced student engagement and learning . We are 
very thankful for all those who give generously to the college .

Looking ahead, we will continue to seek out opportunities 
for further growth and engagement, and will continue to reach 
out to our alumni and donors as we strive to make College 
of the North Atlantic the best learning environment for the 
thousands of students who enroll every year in our many 
courses and program offerings . 

As I continue to work with partners in the international 
fields, applied research and innovation, contract training and 
the alumni and advancement office, I am very encouraged 
by the breadth and depth of our partnerships and I looking 
forward to what may be on the horizon .

We look forward to working with our partners to ensure 
CNA is providing quality education, training, and community 
and industry assistance to support our advancing economy .

The Office of Alumni & Advancement can assist interested groups in 
organizing reunion events . Here are a few ways they can help you 
bring everyone together!

• Providing class lists
• Providing CNA swag for prize giveaways
• Promoting the event through social media channels 
•  Emailing information regarding the reunion to registered alumni 
•  Providing information to the attendees on their alumni services and 

benefits that they may not be aware of

Email: alumni@cna .nl .ca   |  Phone: 709 .758 .7536

“My reward now, at the end of the 
day, is seeing that sparkle in a 
student’s eye . The same sparkle I had 
when I did the program nearly 30 
years ago .”

        - Yvonne Anderson-Richards
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CNA is doing its part to help small businesses throughout the 
province succeed in a growing marketplace through the expertise of 
its Industry Engagement Unit (IEU) . 

In 2013, the college incorporated a three-year development 
strategy to enhance and facilitate access to its applied research 
and development (R&D) resource base to support the growth and 
sustainability of small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) .

The key goal is to engage faculty, staff, students and graduates 
from the college’s engineering technology programs with rural 
businesses that need help with the development and implementation 
of product, process and organizational innovations .

The establishment of the IEU builds on CNA’s successful history 
of province-wide industry outreach and recognizes the growing 
importance of colleges nationwide as institutions that can help small 
local businesses survive and thrive .

“We’re trying to become an even more important player in the 
provincial support network for SMEs,” says Industry Engagement Unit 
Coordinator, John O’Leary from his office at Ridge Road campus . “The 
IEU is about trying to determine where we can be complimentary to 
existing services and leverage our strengths .”

Stephen Mercer of Upper Island Cove is an Industrial Engineering 

Technology (Co-op) student at Ridge Road campus who spent the 
summer working on a project for Spinario Custom Orthotic Lab in 
St . John’s . During his five months with the IEU Stephen conducted 
operations analysis and analyzed the overall production capabilities of 
the company; he then designed a new, more efficient, layout for the 
company’s production plant .

“At the time, Spinario was making 50 pairs of orthotics a day, but 
within the next two years the owner wanted to be able to produce 
300-400 pairs a day while using the same operations . He (the owner) 
knew the plant was laid out badly and operations were in a bad 
placement, so he wanted everything rearranged with more efficient 
ways to do work,” Stephen says, noting the company started to 
implement the changes this past summer which should allow them 
to achieve their production targets .

The IEU is particularly important for rural SMEs, given the difficulty 
they face in accessing the resources needed to move innovative 
ideas from basic concept to practice . Through collaboration with local 
campuses, the IEU provides these companies with facilitated access to 
the infrastructure, services, supplies, customer base, and knowledge 
base that exists in urban centres and to the public/private networks 
that allow for mentoring and sharing of ideas . It provides assistance 

By Glenda McCarthy

Fine-tuning with the full spectrum of applied R&D activities including situation 
analysis, problem definition, proposal writing, funding acquisition, 
project management, human resource development and evaluation .

Since October 2014, 14 companies have taken advantage of the 
services provided by the IEU, including Weather Shore Windows of 
St . John’s, which saved a considerable about of money through a 
relationship with the IEU . 

According to Adam Trainor, sales manager for Weather Shore 
Windows, two CNA students worked with their company last year 
to implement sales and manufacturing software to help make their 
business more efficient .

“The software takes any sales orders and automatically outputs 
cut sheets and optimizes vinyl cuts and glass cuts for our production 
floor,” Adam says . “We used to do everything manually so we used to 
take all of the window sizes and manually put them on a cut sheet 
for the production floor . This system does that automatically so we 
found a difference of close to 70 per cent less defects this year than 
in previous years .”

He says the changes have had a significant impact on their entire 
production line .

“It’s made a huge difference . One thing is wait times . It is a lot 
faster to get the information down to the floor, it is making us more 
efficient with the resources we have . One person taking five hours 
out of their day on production sheets is now down to say, an hour, 
so it’s making their job a lot easier . And again the accuracy – defects 
have diminished a lot since last year . It is making us more efficient in 
our daily operations .”

To date, 24 co-op students have been employed directly in 
support of IEU projects from a number of program areas including, 
Mechanical Engineering Technology, Industrial Engineering Technology 
(Co-Op), Mechanical Engineering Technology (Manufacturing), 
Petroleum Engineering Technology, and Computer Systems 
Engineering Technology . Seven capstone student projects have also 
been completed through the IEU .  Active student engagement with 
the IEU has meant more active faculty engagement as well with 10 
faculty members from Ridge Road campus involved in applied R&D 
through the IEU in 2014 . The IEU has also proved beneficial in helping 
graduates secure employment .  Two recent graduates have since 
obtained employment with the companies for which they completed 
IEU projects as students .

For more information on the Industry Engagement Unit, contact 
John O’Leary at john .oleary@cna .nl .ca .

small businesses

“It’s made a huge difference . One thing is wait 
times . It is a lot faster to get the information 
down to the floor, it is making us more 
efficient with the resources we have .”
             - Adam Trainor
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Ingredients
2 tbsp . olive oil
4 slices of bacon cut into 1 inch pieces
2 large russet potatoes, pre-cooked and cut into ½ inch 
cubes
2 tbsp . Dijon mustard
4 tbsp . honey
16 cups mixed lettuce
Scallops

Directions
Heat the olive oil over medium heat in a large wok style pan, add bacon and fry 
until crisp . Remove bacon and add potatoes fry until crispy, remove . Ad scallops and 
fry until just cooked, remove . Discard all but 2 tbsp . of the bacon fat in pan, add 
Dijon mustard and honey . Whisk while bringing to a boil . Remove from heat . 

Add lettuce, bacon, potato and scallops to pan and toss with dressing; lettuce should 
wilt slightly – serve warm .

Roasted Scallop & Bacon Salad

Social 
Media 
guidelines 
for government 
employees

The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador supports the use 
of social media to provide information on, and to promote awareness 
of, its programs and services . Social media sites may help provide 
additional client service; enhance the profile of government programs 
in the public domain; increase traffic to a website; invite collaboration; 
obtain feedback; or, network . 

The Social Media Use Policy outlines requirements to be followed as 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador employees participate in 
social media, both as employees and as private citizens .

The Social Media Use Policy and Guidelines summarizes 
communications and operational requirements to be followed as 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador employees that participate 
in, or contribute to, social media .

The document can be viewed in its entirety at www .gov .nl .ca/
socialmedia/pdf/social_media_guidelines .pdf . Below are some of the 
highlights listed in the guideline section:

Maintaining social media sites
•  Content posted should be either information that is appropriate for 
routine public dissemination or information that has been approved 
for publication .

• Remove abusive, hateful, or defamatory comments or content, 
including information that jeopardizes the privacy of others .

Re-use of provincial government content
•  Government of Newfoundland and Labrador images, video and 
other content posted to social media sites can, and likely will, be 
downloaded and re-used in other ways on other sites, altered or 
reposted to the same or other sites . This should be considered when 
posting all content . 

Information management and information technology 
(including records management and security risks)
•  It is important to note that content posted by the Government of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, or a member of the public, to a third 
party social media site is managed entirely by the site operator 
according to its established terms of use .

Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act
•  The collection of identifiable personal information from a social 
media site and the subsequent use, disclosure and management 
of that information by Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 
employees is subject to the privacy protection provisions of the Access 
to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (ATIPPA) or, if applicable, 
the Personal Health Information Act .

•  While Government of Newfoundland and Labrador entities may scan 
or monitor published information available on social media sites, 
they will not attempt to identify the specific author or contributor of 
information or content unless authorized or permitted by law to do so . 

•  Available web tools or services may be used to obtain non-
identifying anonymous, aggregate or statistical information concerning 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador programs, services or 
marketing efforts from social media sites .

Legal liability, copyright, and intellectual property 
•  Any content placed upon social media sites by Government of 
Newfoundland and Labrador employees should be owned by the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador or if licensed to the 
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, should contain provisions 
which would allow the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to 
provide worldwide, fee-free, non-exclusive licences to third parties in 
perpetuity . 

•  Individuals or groups whose works may be posted to social media 
sites must be informed of this possibility so that they may waive their 
rights .

EDITORS NOTE: These social media guidelines have been adopted by the Government of Newfoundland and 
Labrador for all government employees. As an agency of the provincial government, College of the North Atlantic 
employees fall within these guidelines. If you have any questions about social media best practices, please 
contact Glenda McCarthy at glenda.mccarthy@cna.nl.ca

check out CNA’s culinary site at cnaculinary.com
For more recipe ideas 
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1 . More national accolades for blended 
learning initiative 
May 27 - CNA was presented with two 
awards at the Colleges and Institutes 
Canada (CICan) Awards of Excellence 
in Winnipeg as part of the CICan 2015 
Conference. The theme of the conference, 
Leading Change, explored how colleges and 
institutes lead change through innovative 
practices and approaches in teaching and 
learning, applied research and engagement 
with business, industry and community 
partners. It was only fitting that CNA’s 
innovative blended learning offering of the 
Heavy Duty Equipment Technician program 
was recognized for Program Excellence, 
and its instructor Greg Ryan was recognized 
for Teaching Excellence.

2 . Articulation agreement established 
between business programs at Grenfell 
and CNA 
August 6 – Thanks to a new articulation 
agreement, graduates of CNA’s three-year 
business management program are now 
able to complete a bachelor of business 
administration in 12 months at Grenfell 
Campus. Memorial University’s senate 
approved the transfer agreement, known 
as a “3+1” articulation agreement.

3 . CNA students bring home six medals 
from Skills Canada Nationals 
June 4 - CNA students walked off the 
closing ceremony stage at Praireland Park 
with six medals at the 21st Skills Canada 
National Competition (SCNC) in Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan. The competition, held 
from May 27-29, had over 500 competitors 
from the 10 provinces and three 
territories compete in 40 competition 
areas in construction, manufacturing, 
transportation, employability, service, and 
information technology. Twenty-four of 
the 50 Team Newfoundland and Labrador 
competitors were from CNA.

4 . CNA nabs nine Pinnacle Awards
June 4 – Students of the Graphic Design 
program at CNA took home seven awards 
in the student category at the International 
Association of Business Communicators 
Pinnacle Awards gala in St. John’s. The 
college’s Marketing and Communications 
department was also presented with two 
awards; the Award of Merit for the college’s 
50th Anniversary Video, as well as an Award 
of Excellence for the article Breathless 
No More written by Qatar Project - Public 
Relations Specialist, Tanya Alexander for 
the employee magazine, Currents.

5 . CNA receives national award for 
support to reservists 
June 6 – CNA was recognized by the 
Canadian Forces Liaison Council for their 
support to Canada’s military reserve. The 
college received the Support to Student 
Reservists award during the 11th Biennial 
National Employer Support Awards 
ceremony at the Canadian War Museum 
in Ottawa. The national award ceremony 
honoured government, business and 
educational institutions from across the 
country for their support to the Primary 
Reserves.

6 . CNA and Habitat for Humanity enter 
housing build agreement
September 14 - CNA and Habitat for 
Humanity Newfoundland and Labrador 
Inc. announced an agreement that will 
further the development of affordable 
home ownership for lower income, 
working families in this province. The two-
year agreement outlines processes where 
the resources of each organization will 
collaborate on specifically agreed upon 
projects. It will also provide opportunities 
for the enhancement and enrichment of 
CNA student learning experiences, offering 
development opportunities for students to 
contribute to, and become stewards of the 
communities in which they live and work.

7 . Chef wins Chopped Canada
June 8 – CNA’s very own Chef Roger Andrews 
wanted to prove a culinary instructor could 
“throw down” like a restaurant chef, and he 
certainly did that during his appearance on 
an episode of The Food Network’s hit show 
Chopped Canada. Andrews went head-
to-head with three other Canadian chefs 
for the $10,000 cash prize in Episode 22 
Carnival: No Room for Seconds. Course by 
course, the judges chopped the chefs from 
the competition until only one remained. 
That person was Andrews.
 
8 . CNA students honoured with Governor 
General’s Academic Medals
October 6 - Ten graduates of CNA were 
presented with the Governor General’s 
Academic Medals at Government House 
during a ceremony hosted by His Honour 
the Honourable Frank F. Fagan, Lieutenant 
Governor of Newfoundland and Labrador, 
and CNA’s President and CEO, Ann Marie 
Vaughan. The medals were awarded to CNA 
graduates for achieving the highest overall 
average upon completion of their diploma-
level program in 2015. Awarded since 1873, 
the Governor General’s Academic Medal 
is one of the most prestigious awards 
a student in a Canadian educational 
institution can receive.

9 . College enrollment increases with 
labour force needs
October 22 – CNA increased its total 
enrolment by 8.3 per cent over the previous 
year, and when programs with later start 
dates in the 2015-2016 academic year are 
included in the data, overall enrolment is 
projected to increase by approximately 10 
per cent by March 2016. Four schools had 
increases in enrolment over the 12-month 
period; the most notable of which was 
the School of Health Sciences (53 per cent) 
with the Schools of Academics, Applied 
Arts & Tourism (13 per cent), Engineering 
Technology & Natural Resources (three 
per cent) and Industrial Trades (three per 
cent). The School of Business & Information 
Technology enrolment remained steady.

10 . CNA well represented at annual 
NLOWE Awards Banquet
November 6 - Successful women with 
connections to CNA were out in full force 
at the annual NLOWE Women Entrepreneur 
of the Year Awards banquet in St. John’s. 
Two-time graduate of CNA’s School of 
Health Sciences, Sarah Bennett was the 
recipient of the Scotiabank Innovation 
Award for her two businesses, UC Baby and 
A New Beginning Massage Therapy in St. 
John’s. The College of the North Atlantic 

Youth Entrepreneur of the Year Award was 
presented to Jodi Basha, owner/operator 
of Island Orthotics in Corner Brook. Katie 
Hayes, owner/operator of the Bonavista 
Social Club in Upper Amherst Cove, who 
also happens to be a culinary arts instructor 
at CNA’s Bonavista campus, was awarded 
the Visionary Award.

11 . Makin’ a list
Checkin’ it twice
December 9 - CNA is sure to make Santa’s 
nice list again this year as several campuses 
took part in Christmas parades in their 
respective communities, two of which took 
home awards for their spectacular designs. 
In St. John’s, Ridge Road and Prince Philip 
Drive campuses teamed up with the St. 
John’s IceCaps this year to create an entry 
for the 2015 Downtown Christmas Parade, 
scoring a tie for first place with NL Power 
in the Best Float Over 20 Feet category. 
Placentia campus also took first place in 
their community Christmas parade. Their 
Radio Flyer red wagon themed float was 
chocked full of oversized toys.

More CNA news is available at
www .cna .nl .ca/news

In Case You Missed It… .
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cUrrents
Do you have a college story to tell? Do you know a student, 
alumni, faculty, or staff member who should be recognized for their 
achievements? Currents is looking for a few good stories about our 
public college and the people who make it a success . Send us your 
photos, announcements and alumni updates . If you have any ideas 
or suggestions, please drop us a line . Let us know how we can 
make Currents a better magazine for you .

College of the North Atlantic
Marketing and Communications

College of the North Atlantic
432 Massachusetts Drive

P .O . Box 5400, Stephenville, NL A2N 2Z6, Canada

709 643 6408  |  currents@cna .nl .ca  |  www .cna .nl .ca/news


